Abstract
Introduction
With the expanding scale of object storage system (OBSS), the need of services is increasing which promote higher performance demanding for the size of the OBSS [1] [2] [3] [4] .OBSS separates data path, control path and management path in order to provide scalability, high performance, security and data sharing cross platforms of storage service effectively. Due to different customer demand to efficient and accessible of access without regularity, efficient and accurate service is required to provide. However, due to multiple access to MDS and OSD, the efficiency of the service becomes very low, while the unbalanced load also occurs. Therefore, effective caching design of the MDS and OSD is adopted as an effective way to improve access services for OBSS [5] [6] [7] [8] .
As we know, two types of the main server is responsible for service for the object storage system, one is responsible for providing metadata, namely MDS, the other is responsible for providing storage information, namely OSD [9] [10] [11] [12] . In order to improve the difference of efficiency and the performance between the two types of servers and services, a two level structure is adopted, in which the MDS cache in the first-level is called L1 cache, while the OSD cache in the second-level is called L2 cache. Using the two-level caching mechanism, which stored the higher frequency data in the cache and adopted timely and effective management strategies, in order to improve the efficiency of services and reduce the overall efficiency of the MDS and the OSD.
Based on the above analysis, a cache design of load balancing system for objectbased storage is proposed. The cache design adopt effective cache scheme through establishing L1 and L2 level cache in MDS and OSD, including updating replacement policy and locking mechanisms of cache, in order to achieve collaborative cache, while
Related Works
In recent years, there are many research directions on cache design, in which the research for the study of energy consumption and cache collaborative aspects of services has become a hot research and focus.
[13] The two-level structure of the disk cache management and the corresponding management algorithms is proposed to ensure the overall performance of the system under high load conditions. [14] The client and metadata server cache is designed as a whole, while the cooperative caching scheme based on the object's size, access costs and network load, can effectively improve the input-output performance of the system. [15] proposed energy-related storage cache management, offline caching algorithms by proposing energy-related greedy algorithms, online energy-related algorithms, the energy consumption of the disk. [16] proposed a local algorithm and a multi-queue management algorithm with global multi-level buffer cache hierarchy, thereby increasing the actual hit rate of second-level buffer cache. The architecture of the model we proposed for OBSS is shown in Figure. 1. While the primary parts, relation of the components and the implementation details is described as follows. In this Figure, there are three main components: (1) Clients; (2) OSD (Object Storage Device); (3) MDSs. The three components are attached to the TCP/IP network [4] . OSD provides OSD storage management and data interaction functions. MDS provides three function including data management, database management and storage device management.
Main Ideas of Cache Design

OBSS Architecture
Interactive Mode of Data for OBSS
The Interactive model of OBSS has three paths: control path, data path and management path. The three paths are separated.
The Interactive process of OBSS is described as follows: 1. Clients send request to MDS for only once, and then wait for receiving data. Since the update operation of the cache has uncertainty, batch update operation is adopted, namely cumulative updates. Cumulative update periodically updated by frequent operation can reduce the energy consumption caused by updates. Meanwhile, in order to ensure the metadata consistency, the cumulative update operations can be simplified. However, the cumulative update also cause many problems, such as the cumulative update order and the priority issues, which will affect the accuracy of the data in the cache. Therefore, in the update strategy, the locking mechanism is introduced. The operation of the update process is restrict by setting different lock, thus ensuring the accuracy of the data, the mutual coordination between the different locks in order to ensure the stability of the global and local update operation. Figure. 2. shows structure of cache pool for the OBSS. All of cache in MDS construct cache pool, namely L1 cache pool, The key issue is the timing of the accumulation update, take the write OSD operation into account to merge the cumulative update and simplification [9, 16] is an effective way. Bloom filter matrix storing metadata hash values and unconsolidated update sequence is adopted before Simplification and update operations.
A lock mechanism is adopted during update process. Mutex lock is set during the update operation for the same object, which means multiple update operations to the same object cannot be performed simultaneously on the same time. Update operations are accomplished by update queue, while there is only one update operate effectively at a time. The update exclusive lock is set during the process of consolidation and simplification update operations which writes has the highest priority, while other operations has to wait until the completion of writes operation.
Since the update operations are changed over time, taking number of updates into account only cannot be effectively obtain the equivalent of the update sequence. The algorithm of the literature [14, 16] is improved during the update process, while property update strategy under time sequence is adopted. By definition 1, the same update operation may appear several times during the process of updating, simplification which only using the update sequence number is not effective, but after using the counter, not only the updating maintain the sequence in time, but also prevent multiple update issues arising in the simplification process. 
Figure 3. Updating and Simplification Figure 3 shows the updating and simplification process diagram. Symbol in the inner circle represents a update object, the arrows at both ends of sequence represents a updating operation, the updated number of times and the number of the counter object is shown in updates arrow. Updated process is as follows, searching start in order from the beginning of the update object, if the next counter serial number is larger than the current number, then the update remain in effect until it encounters the first object which does not comply this law, while continuous node which meet this rule regarded as a valid update, that is to say, the result of an effective updated is that the start node and end node equivalents the first circle and the last circle for this update, while effective edge is updated and the number of counter is modified. And so forth, until the process diagram does not contain a valid update.
Cache Replacement Strategy
Because of the characteristics of OBSS storage style, L1 cache and L2 cache structure is designed for optimal performance requires. Contents of L1 cache which is regarded as the front end of L1-L2 cache must be consistent with that of L2 cache which is regarded as the back-end storage. In the cache replacement policy, the metadata query process first need to search the nearest MDS for metadata request, if not, then search other MDS of L1 cache pool for reply of the request, while if the entire cache pool is not contain the metadata , then call metadata cache replacement policy. 
Figure 5. Cache Pool Stack Structure
We design collaboration L1 cache pools structure with multiple cache, using Bbalanced tree structure as a tree topology between cache of L1 cache pool. The cache which MDS requests is regarded as the root node of the tree topology, namely C1 cache. Topology tree is established based on the query cost between nodes, thus ensuring minimal overall cost of the query. Figure 4 shows the cache pool topology, the client sends the request to its neighboring MDS, while MDS searches the local cache according to customer request, if the request does not exist in the local cache, the cache topology need to establish topology tree until you find the requested metadata information. If not, the metadata information will be updated.
The topology tree structure is corresponding to a stack buffer pool, the structure determines the replacement policy of cache data. Figure 5 shows the cache pool stack structure in Figure. 4., corresponding to a stack structure of the buffer pool, while the stack is set in the order of the tree hierarchy traversal according to the topology which arranged from top to bottom, i.e., a collection of stack cache. The metadata information stored inside the stack top-down are according to the principle of metadata most recently accessed objects. Adjacent cache stack can be exchanged between the accessed cached data, the data from the mobile to the arrangement of the principles remain as LRU principle. If metadata which the client requests is not contained in L1 cache pool, then the metadata storage device call the appropriate metadata information stored in the local cache MDS, while metadata information in the bottom of the stack is moved to an adjacent metadata information stack cache. Cache replacement algorithm shown in Table 1 .
Input: A collection of CS, request metadata d Output: Cache stack set after replacement CSA
Evaluation of Energy-Consuming Cache
For above discussion of the update server cache design and replacement policy, we proposed energy consumption in cache design which evaluate energy cost.
Cache in different update and replace operations will cause energy-consuming. The aim of our cache design is for purposes of reducing the energy loss in cache operations.
Table 1. Cache Replacement Algorithm
RepA (CS,d) 1 if d is in local cache
2 then get the metadata from local cache 3 return success mark 4 else 5 search other cache according to topology structure of CS 6 if the metadata in other cache 7 then store the metadata on an adjacent up level cache, while the metadata on an adjacent up level cache is moved to current cache 8
And the metadata information is returned to service MDS which receives requests 9 return the cache stack collection CSA after replacing . Energy-consuming cache operations is measured by time-consuming, namely the cache update process energy consumption and cache replacement process of energy consumption. Energy consumption of cache management is regarded as mark for performance evaluation of OBSS, which is reflected by the average response time for requesting services indirectly.
Performance Evaluation
In our experiment, we employ a simulation to evaluate the proposed architecture. We first introduce experimental settings. We used NS-2 as the network simulation tool and disksim 4.0 as tool to realize the OSD nodes. 
Nodes Number Scale Simulation
With the increase number of nodes increased in CMS, performance will change accordingly. For this situation, we tested the changes hit rate while the nodes numbers were 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. The result in Figure 6 shows when nodes number is little, EL and the CMS cache hit has little difference, with the increasing number of nodes, the difference cache hit is increasing, while growth of EL and CMS in cache hits is constantly on the increase. Overall, CMS has been greater than EL cache hit. As we can see from the experimental results, when number of nodes increases, the complexity of the advantages of CMS are apparent.
The average response time is tested with the number of different nodes in Figure  7 , The Figure shows the impact of average response time in CMS and EL with the nodes number increasing. As the nodes number in the same circumstances, CMS obtains less average response time than EL. As the number of nodes increased, the average response time is increasing, while the average response time of EL is also constantly increasing. Overall, CMS has less average response time than that of EL.
From the experimental results, when number of nodes increases, performance of CMS affected by the number of nodes is not obvious. As for the different of nodes, different cache sizes are tested. To make test results more clearly, we use the cache size which is not identical to simulate service performance. We compare our strategy (CMS for short) with EL in order to evaluate the impact of different cache size on system performance over time.
Cache Size Scale Simulation
In our tests, as taking into account performance of different cache size, we adopted cache hit of cache size as mark. From the result of our tests in Figure. 8, CMS continues to show its better than EL with the increasing cache size. From the figure, the trend curves shows that the growth rate of CMS shows faster than that of the EL. Judging from the overall trend, CMS cache hit growth rate is always greater than that of EL, it can also be seen from the figure, with the request arrival rate increases, our scheme has more influence on growth rate of CMS than EL.
The average response time for experimental testing is different for cache size. With the increase in the number of cache size, the average response time will change accordingly. For this problem, we tested the changes of average response time while the cache sizes were 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250. Seen from Figure. 9, when cache size of EL and CMS is small, the difference in average response time is not obvious, as the cache size increased, the average response time is increasing, and at the same time, EL growth in the average response time is constantly increases. Overall, CMS has a less average response time than that of EL. From the Figure, the trend curves shows that the growth rate of average response time shows slow growth than that of EL, with the increasing of cache size, the increasing of has little influence on CMS relatively. It can be seen that CMS changes are relatively stable with the increasing of cache size.
Conclusion
This paper presents a cache design of load balance system for object-based storage, our design takes several aspects. First, the proposed cache update strategy. The policy will be fully considered as a cache pool, ensuring the consistency and accuracy of the update by locking mechanism, while using Bloom Filter and updating time-series to accomplish simplified updates. Secondly, the proposed cache replacement policy, combination of cache spanning and stack structure to achieve cache replacement policy. Finally, the proposed cache design model take energy consumption into account. The cache scheme become an effective way to promote performance of OBSS and reduces energy consumption.
In our immediate future work, we focused on the energy issues of cache for OBSS, consider how to minimum the energy in the cache optimization according to the distribution of the load, thereby using the server cache design to achieve efficiency and improve service performance.
